
HD-over-Coax
HD-over-Coax is a new analog high defini�on (HD) video standard transmi�ng 
over coaxial cable. The technology provides transmission of HD video as well 
as audio, and two-way control data over long distances. You can implement an 
HD system using the same coax cables that your exis�ng analog system is 
running on. HD-over-Coax installs just like analog cameras and gives you up to 
1080p High Defini�on. No fiber, no configuring, and no special training required.

Features

This vandal dome is capable of 4MP (2560 x 1440) video output at 30fps. 
Built to be used in a variety of environments, thanks to its’ IK10 impact ra�ng 
and IP67 weather ra�ng, you can trust that it will hold up indoors or out. 
With the latest Starlight™ technology, this camera can roduce color video 
in areas with minimal to no illumina�on. This camera’s IR (infrared) provides 
you with IR ligh�ng up to 98 feet away. To add to its capabili�es in areas with 
li�le or no light, this camera uses WDR (Wide Dynamic Range) to enhance the 
dark and bright por�ons of an image to properly balance the illumina�on.

System Overview 2.7mm ~ 13.5mm motorized lens·
20fps@6M(3072×2048),25/30fps@4M(2688×1520)·
H.265 & H.264 dual-stream encoding·
1/2.9” 6MP progressive scan STARVIS™ CMOS·

Max. IR LEDs Length 50m·
Micro SD card memory, IP67, PoE·
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ELI-IP5-VD4-28RES
4MP Starlight IP Vandal Dome

The BEAM-AL2B100 is one of 3 photoelectric beam accessories that can 
change how you think of mo�on detec�on for your camera systems. 
By taking advantage of the alarm inputs of cameras and recorders you can 
trigger recording, mobile no�fica�ons, and computer so�ware pop-ups 
whenever the infrared beam that is between a pair of beams is interrupted. 
Fast (50-700ms detect speed with a near instantaneous 40ms trigger �me) 
and accurate, this weatherproof dual-lens design allows for detec�on at up to 
100m (328�). 

Overview

AGC loop automa�cally adjusts the sensi�vity·
The interdic�on of the adjacent all beams at the same �me·
Fine-tuning of sophis�cated electronic stepper·
Non-spherical secondary aggrega�on precision op�cal lens·

An�-false alarm·
Automa�c adjustment of glare filtra�on system·
An�-glare interference·
Ultrasonic structure prevents condensa�on or frost·

Two beams 
30/60/80/100 

DC12-24V 
60-90mA 

Three beams 
100/150/200/250 

DC12-24V 
70-100mA 

Four beams 
100/150/200/250 

DC12-24V 
80-110mA 

85*80*357 x 2 

Beams 
Detect distance (M) 
Working voltage 
Quiescent current 
Alarm output 
An�-glare interference 
Trigger �me 
Detect speed 
Opera�ng Temperature 
Rela�ve Humidity 
Adjustment angle 
Material 
Size(mm) 

NC/NO, DC30V/0.5A 
50000LUX 

40ms 
50-700m/s 

-35℃~ +55℃ 
≤ 95% (non-condensing) 

Horizontal: 180°(±90°), Ver�cal: 20°(±10°) 
PC Resin 

75*75*235 x 2 75*75*267 x 2 

BEAM-AL2B100
Outdoor Twin Beam Sensor

The PE-3BAT200W can shoot an infrared beam at up to 200m (656�) to 
trigger the alarm input of any DVR, Camera or alarm system. Take advantage 
of the alarm inputs of cameras and recorders to trigger recording, mobile 
no�fica�ons and computer so�ware pop-ups whenever the infrared beam 
that is between a pair of beams is interrupted. This weatherproof triple lens 
design is fast (50-700ms detect speed with a near instantaneous 40ms trigger 
�me) and accurate. 
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PE-3BAT200W
 Triple Beam Sensor For Outdoors


